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NEW • LITERARY

world appears surreal, more fantasy than reality.
She observes her hosts with a reluctant fascination, trying to decipher Lou’s moods and the
nature of her relationship with Renaud. As the
weeks go by, Katja finds herself more and more
entangled in their games. Strange things start
to occur, truth and lies seem impossible to tell
apart, as if reality is bending at someone's will.
Is Lou simply using their friendship as part of a
bizarre, staged act of play?

Following the immense success with her polyphonic novel Testament, Nina Wähä returns with
an enigmatic psychological chamber play that is
also a tribute to the art of filmmaking with all
its heroes and villains. In Babetta, Wähä explores
the symbiosis of a female friendship bordering
on exploitation, as in Ingmar Bergman’s Persona
and Zadie Smith’s Swing Time, and at the same
time she skilfully captures the sun-drenched
suspense from Patricia Highsmith’s The Talented
Mr. Ripley and François Ozon’s Swimming Pool.

Babetta
Nina Wähä (b. 1979) saw her major
breakthrough in 2019 with her
third novel, Testament. It has sold
more than 120 000 copies and was
shortlisted for a string of literary
awards, such as the August Prize,
Norrland's Literature Prize, Tidningen
Vi:s Literature Prize, and was awarded
Swedish Radio's Literature Prize.
Besides being an author, Wähä
teaches Creative Writing and works as
a freelance editor. She has previously
worked as an actress and been a lead
singer of indie band Lacrosse.

Babetta

Press voices

“Nina Wähä also draws on the cinematic storytelling, as an example the concluding ‘director’s
cut’ with an alternative ending. It turns into a
game, toying with popular culture’s often more
spectacular narrative compared to that of the
artistic novel, a game where the author allows
herself to have the cake and eat it /… / … it is a
pleasure to read. Like sitting by a pool with a
smart and eloquent friend, watching and speculating about the people nearby.” Gefle Dagblad

“Wähä has penned a cinematic novel involving
loneliness, creepiness, our inability to reach out
to each other and at the same time our desire
to become immersed in one another, to almost
blend into one. Because both women experience
an identity crisis that is portrayed externally
as well as internally, without psychological
cosmetics /… / When Wähä complicates the
framework by allowing the two women’s mutual
craving and struggle for recognition to run riot,
I find myself absorbed in a story that has me in a
stranglehold until the very end.” Aftonbladet

Katja and Lou have been best friends ever since
they first met in a high school drama class.
But while Katja has had to abandon her acting
dreams, Lou has become an international film
star, a career that took off thanks to the celebrated costume drama Babetta.

grapher twice her age. Katja is on a break from
her university film studies, awaiting a decision
whether they will finance her dissertation, so
the trip suits her well. But perhaps even more
important: when Lou calls, Katja comes – just
the way things have always been.

“Contemporary literature is brimming with
parallel stories, cross-cutting, chapters that end
in a cliffhanger. None of this feels new anymore,
yet I believe I have never previously read a novel
like Nina Wähä’s Babetta /… / With Babetta,
Wähä successfully creates an ambitious ambiguity that lingers, like a really good film that
you can still recall long after you have left the
cinema.” Expressen

It’s summer, and Lou has asked Katja if she
wants to come and spend the vacation with her
at a chateau in southern France where she lives
with Renaud, a legendary French cinemato-

Despite Lou’s obvious power advantage, their
friendship seems at first unchanged. They
share everything like siblings, or like two sides
of the same mirror. To Katja, Lou and Renaud’s

“Wähä allows the friendship in Babetta to
expand in every direction, to be both tender and
generous, entertaining yet challenging, defenceless yet calculating. The result is a thought-pro-

Nina Wähä

voking novel, with a deliciously playful composition.” Svenska Dagbladet

“My superlatives are not enough to express
how masterful Babetta is as a novel and as a
framework. Nina Wähä is simply a genius!”
Borås Tidning

“I want to begin by declaring that Babetta is a
very captivating and stylishly composed story.
I read it without stopping in a matter of days,
completely absorbed. When I have reached the
end, my vision feels completely blurry, a bit like
when you have sat in the sun for too long and
it suddenly gets shrouded by clouds /… / The
novel’s forte can be found in the atmosphere it
evokes. The filmic and smooth prose offers equal
amounts of suggestive and chilly undercurrents.”
Sydsvenskan
“Wähä writes beautifully about love and friendship between two women and the power balance
therein. Add jealousy, unexpected death and
unvarnished glimpses into the darker corners
of the movie business. A very cinematic novel –
should be read with popcorn as a snack!” Femina

continues >>

Rights sold to: Modtryk, Denmark • Pax, Norway • WSOY, Finland • Robert Laffont, France • Ripol, Russia |
Option publishers: Dar-Al Muna, Arabic • Hena, Croatia • Jota, Czech Republic • Rahva Raamat, Estonia •
Polar, Hungary • Bjartur, Iceland • Poznanskie, Poland • Zenon, Turkey
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Available material: Swedish MS, English sample & synopsis
Original title: Babetta | Publication: February 2022 | Pages: 325
Senior editor: Håkan Bravinger | Primary agent: Linda Altrov Berg
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NEW • LITERARY • DEBUT

Jenny Andreasson’s debut novel is a fierce,
darkly entertaining and tender portrayal of life
behind the ornamented façade of a royal theatre. A perceptive glimpse behind the scenes of
a mighty cultural institution. About the cost of

artistry and what happens when the workplace
balance shifts, becomes fluid, turns dangerous.
About asking oneself the crucial question: do I
want to live or die?

The Theatre

From the Swedish manuscript

Jenny Andreasson (b. 1973) is a
theatre director. She was employed at
the Royal Dramatic Theatre between
2010 and 2020. She often directs plays
by female playwrights throughout
history.
The Theatre is her first novel.

The Theatre
Teatern

Jenny Andreasson
For more than a century, a palace in uptown
Stockholm has been a hub where magic, play
and stage art come to life. This is the habitat
for some of the country’s most famous actors,
obstinate egos, grandiloquent geniuses. This is
also where a female director works. She is both
celebrated and admired but also disheartened
and quite exhausted. She is grieving a dead
friend and navigating the relationship with a

colleague who may or may not love her. The
arrival of the new boss changes the atmosphere
altogether. The director feels a distinctive shift
– what used to be warmth turns into coldness.
She is, however, flattered when the new boss
asks if she wants to direct Hamlet on the Main
Stage. It is the most extraordinary of assignments. When she accepts, she does not know that
it will spell the beginning of the end.

continues >>

Available material: Swedish MS, English sample (in April)
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I korridoren som leder till chefsrummet hänger
porträtt av olika berömda skådespelare, regissörer och teaterchefer genom tiderna. Min förra
chef tog en svart spritpenna, ritade och skrev på
de vita väggarna, gjorde barnsliga, lekfulla pratbubblor bredvid de högtidliga porträtten. Jag
låter mitt ena pekfinger följa strecken från en av
bilderna till bokstäverna som står där bredvid.
D-E-T-H-Ä-R-Ä-R-I-N-G-M-A-R-B-E-R-G-M-A-N.
Dörren är halvöppen, min nye chef pratar
i telefon. Han står på ett nylagt golv som inte
alls passar ihop med rummet. Golvet ser ut att
höra hemma i en massproducerad lägenhet i
Hammarby sjöstad, och rummet är en ansenlig
mängd kvadratmeter på en anrik kunglig teater
i jugendstil. Ett slott i marmor och guld. Flera på
teatern ser den nye chefens val av golv som ett
oroande tecken på allt möjligt. Jag noterar det
ljusa, tunna golvets flyktighet, men fokuserar
på stolarna som står framför honom. Min förra
chef lät klä om de tunga chefsstolarna i rosa
sammetstyg. Min nye chef har inte hunnit göra
något åt det. Jag vet inte om han ens lägger märke till hur han står och skär sig mot dem. Han
verkar mycket koncentrerad på något annat.
Det syns på hur han står, på hur han rör sig,
försiktigt, några steg hit, några steg dit, med all
kraft i huvudet, och en liten del i handen, som
håller i telefonen. Han tänker troligen på något
annat än stolarna. På allt annat kanske. Eller
möjligen, vad vet jag, bara på sig själv.
Min förra chef, som är en berömd konstnär,
och var det långt innan hon blev teaterchef, tog
under sitt sista år på teatern hit en uppstoppad
lama som tidigare stått i hennes ateljé. Laman
fyllde upp chefsrummet med sin stela och
vänliga blick, fick samtal om kulturpolitik att
kännas ovanligt meningsfulla, och de strider
teatern alltid är full av att verka mindre allvarliga. Nu är laman borta. Allt utom mötesbordet
och stolarna är borta. Det enda min nye chef har

låtit ta hit, pekat ut i teaterns samlingar, är ett
stort porträtt av August Strindberg i blå kostym.
Mina leder värker när jag upptäcker tavlan. Från
och med nu kommer jag alltså att behöva titta
på Strindberg varje gång jag har möte med min
chef. På den här teatern är den regerande åsikten
att Strindberg var utsatt och rörande i sitt kvinnoförakt. Den åsikten delar jag inte.
Efter varje möte med min förra chef fick jag
något med mig när jag gick: en bok, en tavla,
en docka i plast. I början var jag brydd, obekväm, ovan att ta emot. Mot slutet var det en
efterlängtad vana. En gång öppnade hon dörren
klädd i en t-shirt från Venedigbiennalen, och
när jag utbrast att den var fin tog hon av sig den
och gav den till mig. Stod i behå, kajalade ögon
och en trotsigt glad blick.
Min nye chef är klädd i mörka byxor och
tunga skor, svart kavaj och benvit skjorta, han
är så väldigt mycket man. Nu avslutar han sitt
samtal, nu vänder han sig om, nu stryker han
håret ur ögonen, nu ser han på mig, blickstilla
och med nyfikenhet. Jag måste ge honom det,
det är en smickrande blick, en blick som kan
föda förälskelse och benhård beundran.
Av mig får han just nu inget av dem. Jag är
för upptagen med att begripa vad det är han vill.
Han är inte dum, min nye chef, han har
fattat att jag är smart, att jag är väldigt smart.
Jag vet att jag inte har råd att engagera mig i
honom, att låta mig användas till allt det han
troligen inte vill ta i själv, låt oss kalla det jämställdhet, mångfald, feminism. Jag har inte råd
att släppa mitt eget fokus, då skulle min verksamhet hotas. Jag har en känsla av att den redan
gör det. Att marken numera är minerad. Fast jag
förstår inte riktigt hur.
Han säger åt mig att sätta mig. Jag sjunker
ljudlöst ner i det rosa. Själv står han kvar bredvid
bordet så länge att jag hinner undra varför.

Original title: Teatern | Publication: April 2022 | Pages: 215
Senior editor: Lisa Lindberg | Primary agent: Linda Altrov Berg
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LITERARY

The focal point? A life evolving, a girl growing
into voice, and power. A longing to belong,
overshadowed by the need to be. To just be.
Even if just being means a final disaster. A burning of it all. A burning of it all to the ground.

through the lens of nostalgia, what they’d want
you to see. Perhaps, all some allow themselves to
see.
The time frame? 40 years of modern European
history. The push and pull of macro-economics,
pushing and pulling at the fabric of that village,
those people, those fragile, fragile promises, and
the iron-clad connections underpinning tradition. Safety. The advent of a new time, a new
way of looking at those age-old concepts: home,
truth, God, woman.

Agnes Lidbeck follows up on her previous successes with an epic literary novel. Her exquisite
prose, along with her razor-sharp eye for interpersonal relationships and the conditions that
shape them, make Nikky’s Book a true mustread.

Nikky’s Book
Press voices

Nikky’s Book
Nikes bok

Agnes Lidbeck
Disaster. It all begins with absolute disaster. A hot,
lazy beach day – white light washing white sands –
transformed into something malignant, untethering
life from what has been, propelling forward into the
unknown.
The people? Three young families, their backgrounds
vastly different. Some of them pretty and poised.
Others fiercely ambitious and unable to hide their
fangs. A woman shouting mad and ready to wreak havoc. Another, quietly ready to do... whatever needs to
be done. And that’s not even mentioning the money.
The hush-hush of having and not having. Still, they
are bound together, a bond that grows into love, a love
rooted in that first disaster.
The place? A coastal fishing village, postcard pretty
and scented with the salt of sea, the tender warmth
of lavender. Or at least that’s what you’d want to see;

continues >>

Available material: Swedish MS, English sample, extensive synopsis
Rights sold to: Gutkind, Denmark • Cappelen Damm, Norway
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Agnes Lidbeck made a sensational
breakthrough with the literary
triptych Supporting Act (2017), The
Rift (2018) and At a Loss (2019), and
the bestselling poetry collection From
(2018, Ellerströms), securing her a
position as one of the most prominent
voices in contemporary Swedish
literature.

“It is a magnificent work that Agnes Lidbeck
has achieved with Nikky’s Book. The size is certainly impressive, but the accomplishment even
more so. With this novel something completely
new appears in her authorship, a distinct difference from the condensed, almost schematic
efficiency of her previous novels. Lidbeck’s style
is fully recognisable, often terse sentences with
assertive observations, but the fact that the plot
extends across so many pages makes it sinuous
and dynamic /… / Through all the years and all
the entanglements, the narrator gently guides
the reader with comments about the zeitgeist,
with reminders that we are dealing with fiction
– a fabricated story. And yet everything feels so
sincere, so vivid and intimate. Kummelvik becomes such a lucid place, so cinematic, and the
characters companions, such familiar company
that it almost hurts to leave them – those who
are still alive – in the end.” Svenska Dagbladet

“Agnes Lidbeck’s new novel is a triumph. Substantial in size as well as population-wise, it is
an ensemble novel if there is such a term. /… /
Agnes Lidbeck certainly has an uncanny knack
for illuminating the things you can hardly
manage to acknowledge – passive aggression,
sublime displays of power, mute but overexplicit
rebukes. Things you could never pin on anyone,
things you can always gloss over as misunderstandings or misjudgements, perhaps even as
‘jokes’, but that are more violent than a stabbing.
Agnes Lidbeck makes you feel exposed as the
goon you really are. This, in combination with
the premise that a life is simply the sum of its
components, have previously made me a little
apprehensive about Lidbeck’s stories. I read
Nikky’s Book, despite the semi-elegantly inserted contemporary remarks, as if she has found a
mojo, or a spiritual dimension. Or if it has found
her.” Kristianstadsbladet

“... it is wonderful to read a book where the
author actually puts something at risk. Through
her authorship’s initial triptych, Lidbeck found
her style, or at least a style, but here she ventures
into unfamiliar territory. This is an author who
has let go of the reins and allows the story to run
amok, seemingly without control, just the way
things happen in real life /… / Clever and compassionate, bombastic and entertaining – Nikky’s Book is all of this and more.” Sydsvenskan

“The story is full of epiphanic moments that exposes the world in all its complexity. It is less of
a black and white world, neither good nor evil.
But Nikky’s Book is more than anything a novel
about love in all its forms. Love as a pastime,
shelter, self-reflection, victory against the other,
or as engulfing and impossible, unrequited love.
/.../ Lidbeck is a brilliant, ambiguous storyteller
who knows how to craft a plot and how to manipulate the reader’s emotions.” Göteborgs-Posten

Original title: Nikes bok | Publication: October 2021 | Pages: 744
Senior editor: Håkan Bravinger | Primary agent: Catherine Mörk
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Severin Stenson had been a strange boy as a
child. The words flew freely within him without
taking hold in the real world. The only place
he had ever felt safe was in the sandbox in his
mother’s garden, he had built his entire world
there. As teenager he had suddenly transformed
into beautiful and got to experience love, and later, as an adult, he got cancer and died. Now his
ever-enterprising, overly loving mother Lisbeth
is set on bringing him back.

hold of Severin, the man with words that cut
like knives in her ears? She and Torsten know
that there is something wrong with this world,
disruptions of reality like a fleeting deficit,
always out of reach for those who can sense its
presence. With all these deficits, it is impossible
to maintain dignity, but perhaps still not too late
to mourn and love.
Daniel Sjölin’s much-anticipated return to the
novel format is a book filled with ‘wonky prose’,
satire and a serious lack of the letter ‘A’, as if
Philip K. Dick and William S. Burroughs had
thrown a literary party together.

Severin didn’t choose to be born early, he didn’t
choose to be frozen, and he certainly didn’t
choose to be thawed back to life – he just wants
to die. But what happens when Emry, out of
necessity so emotionally constrained, finally get

Daniel Sjölin (b. 1977) made his
debut with The Worry, Brother (2002),
which was awarded the prestigious
Borås Debutant Prize. His third novel,
The World's Last Novel (2007), was
shortlisted for the August Prize. Since
then, Sjölin has written adventure
novels (pen name: Michael Mortimer)
and children’s fiction, worked as a
television host, a literary critic and
columnist for, among others, Swedish
Television, Svenska Dagbladet and
Expressen. His latest published work
was The Conqueror, a satirical novella
published by Expressen Premium and
Norstedts both in 2021.

The Deficit
Underskottet

Daniel Sjölin
The year is 2122, and much has changed in the
world. There is an abundance of words and
emotions, but a deficit of everything else:
blood, intimacy, oil, integrity, vowels, bodies,
memories, precious metals and human rights.
Emry Dieker, a governmental director in
Sollentunet, and her AI companion Torsten
are chasing ‘wakies’ – citizens who put them-

selves in cryo chambers a century ago to escape
mortality, and as illegally thawed are a burden
to the taxpayers. But Emry also has a hidden
agenda – she saves children, refugees unwanted
and unregistered in the new state – in direct
opposition to the job she is set out to do. And
she needs the wakies to help her care for those
rescued.

continues >>

Available material: Swe ms

The Deficit

From the Swedish manuscript
Printruinen i Tureberg påminner om en gotländsk hälsning från Silur. Förvisso rör det sig
inte om erodering, ingen miljonårig blästring
från vågor som frigjort en sedimentär mjukhet,
men däremot sedimentssekvenser som strider
tvärt och ilsket rätt ur berget.
En skylt från hembygdsföreningen förtäljer
om stuprör, båtskrov, eventuellt spelkonsoller,
fönsterbågskonturer, dörrditon, helixformer,
bildäcksrondörer och en mängd fler printförsök från en modern förflutenhet, där förfäder
försökt ge nytt liv åt en hederlig blågul industriproduktion som ett led i kriget mot outsourcing
och svenskfientlig import. De legeringseffekter
som polyetenskiffret medfört i mötet med
underjorden gick på sin tid under rubriken miljöbrott, men numer utreds lämningens lämplighet som kulturminne. Särskilt den märkligt
fristående Torkställningen i beigegulglittrigt
stoff, som skjuter snett uppåt ur en miniklint,
likt ett känslespröt på ett nerdumpet rymdskepp. Nästintill komplett synes den, med linor
som spindelnät och hängd tvätt i vitknistrig
styrenoxid. Nå åtminstone i er folkmun går den
under benämningen Torkställningen. Givetvis
utgör Torkställningen ingen torkställning.
Ni ser ju det ni vill se. Det rör sig om inte
mer än en geologisk slump som gift sig med en
polyetenkorv. Er hjärnfunktion öser ständigt ett
formtvång över ert seende, den kräver berättel-

ser där ingen finns. En bieffekt hos däggdjursbeteendet.
Nåväl, poggen pep. Den tjöt om tvenne specimen ur människosläktet och när chefen följde
efter den och slog en lov runt miniklinten med
Torkställningen, låg två figurer där, prydligt med
händer och fötter i eltejp, mörkögon i skräck.
De såg opp på henne. Hon gick ner på huk,
gjorde en okulär bedömning, försåg oss med
instruktion: Skriv in dem hos Veritus i Sundbyberg, och återvände sen till männen.
Den medellånge stod och vek ihop en vit
bromsskärm med linor som hon först nu fick
syn på, så som hon också fick syn på den utrustning som slängts ut från helipocken: främst
svävbår, modell äldre ojdå med Löwets logo på,
modell ännu äldre således. Möjligen ett fynd
från en konkursutförsäljning.
Den långe stod däremot och fånglodde
omkring sig, såg outsinligt dum ut, med fjösig
och slö underkäke, grovnäsborrig uppåtnos, ryck
i överläppen, högt hårfäste, fosterhinnefrisyr
efter hjälmen som inskärpte hjässkonturen hos
ett ägghuvud, skorv på öronen, plufsigt fetthäng
från kinder, indisponibel blick från lätt utstående ögon, mjäll på uniformen, födospår i fjunen
kring munveck, blemmor runt ögonbryn, bjässig
överkropp, skenbent hållning, brittisk hy äsch
nu räcker det håll käften det är subjektivt.

Original title: Underskottet | Publication: April 2022 | Pages: 440
Senior editor: Lisa Lindberg | Primary agent: Catherine Mörk
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When it is revealed that Niklas has met another
woman, everything is brought to a head. This is
not only a mid-life crisis; therapy will not make
a difference. Niklas is not interested in finding a
solution, he wants a divorce.

In The Divorce, Moa Herngren gives us another
masterful portrayal of the taboos that exist in
many relationships and the emotions which
we sometimes avoid bringing up to the surface.
By allowing both Bea and Niklas to give their
version of the events, the reader is presented
with two very different perspectives. Herngren
pinpoints how situations can be interpreted so
dramatically different and how small everyday
events can grow into impossible obstacles.

The divorce prompts profound questions. Was it
honestly that much of a surprise? Were there really no signs at all? Is the one who leaves always
the one to blame?

Moa Herngren (b. 1969) is an author
and journalist and has written several
works of fiction for adults and young
adults, as well as non-fiction.
She is also one of Sweden’s most wellrenowned screenwriters and one of
her productions, The Bonus Family, is
currently a success on Netflix.

The Divorce
Skilsmässan

Moa Herngren
Bea and Niklas live a comfortable life in Stockholm together with their two daughters. But
in the aftermath of a rather trivial argument,
Niklas walks out. Bea is confident that he will
be back any moment once he has cleared his
head and calmed down. But the hours and days
go by and Niklas does not return home.

after such a long life together, they have been
pretty much inseparable since they were teenagers. Just because he is going through a mid-life crisis it should not be allowed to affect their
holiday plans and she takes the girls and travels
to Niklas’ family ‘s summer house on Gotland.
This is a spot where she and the children feel
secure and at ease and Niklas’ parents and siblings help bring a sense of normality.

Bea feels infuriated – this is no way to behave

Miss Heavyweight
Champion of the
World (2017)
Tjockdrottningen

Annie Ek weighs 200 kilograms and spends her days
eating and dreaming herself away, using Facebook and
Instagram as windows through which she watches others. She imagines that the photos were of her, envisions
another life where she would be slim, happy and not
alone.
Then Annie is contacted by an ambitious editor at a
TV-production company set to produce a new diet
show, called You Are What You Weigh. The editor is
set on casting Annie, and uses every trick to convince
her into saying yes. The show becomes an immediate
success. As Annie sheds her weight she becomes Miss
Heavyweight with the whole nation. But regardless
of the weight loss, Annie still feels fat on the inside.
Everyone wants to be Annie’s ‘friend’, but the loneliness is still there. And once she finally realizes that her
new, slim, life is built on a lie, she turns her back on the
phony television people to go find real life, and real love.
Because there is someone out there that really likes her,
no matter what the size of her clothes.
Miss Heavyweight Champion of the World is a black
comedy with a lot of heart, dealing with how to feel
good about your body in an age where a flawless ideal
has become norm. It’s about the ever-current pursuits of
happiness, status and love – and about the cynical world
of reality television, into which Moa Herngren offers us
real, unadulterated insight.

continues >>

Available material: Swedish MS, English sample in April
Option publishers: Albatros, Czech Republic • Jaffa, Hungary
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Black comedy about
body images, selfcenteredness and the
ugly game behind
reality TV
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LITERARY • DEBUT

The Trio is a splendid literary debut: very accessible, yet acute, subtle and elegant, with atmospheric and beautifully observed Stockholm
exteriors that you won’t wish to leave.

There is a sense of ‘modern flaneur’ in the
narrative, which superbly captures the essence
of youth – both the feelings of alienation and
the yearning for affinity and connection. This
is Sally Rooney meets Therese Bohman, with a
little bit of Jules and Jim.

The Trio
Press voices

The Trio
Trion

Johanna Hedman
Three friends in their twenties: Thora, Hugo and August. Thora, the only child of charismatic bohemian
couple Aron and Laura, comes from old money and
has been raised in a grand apartment in an exclusive
part of Stockholm. Thora and August have been best
friends, and occasional lovers, for years, but their
relationship is unsettled when Hugo becomes Thora’s
family’s new tenant. Hugo comes from a different
background and is both fascinated and petrified by
this new and privileged world. Gradually, the three are
drawn toward each other, and a close, but not entirely
uncomplicated friendship comes into existence.
Soon they are spending every waking moment together: sitting at cafes, taking bike rides during long
summer nights, travelling to Paris. Beneath the surface
powerful emotions are simmering, but also reflections
on identity, class and love. All while the fragile balance between them threaten to crack.

continues >>

Johanna Hedman (b. 1993) holds
a Master’s degree in Peace and
Conflict Studies. She has completed
internships in Paris and at the
Swedish UN delegation in New York,
where she kept minutes for the
Security Council meetings. She has
also been a trainee at an NGO in
southern India.
The Trio is her first novel and has
sold 32 000 copies in Sweden to date.

Rights sold to: Ara Llibres, Catalonia • Turbine, Denmark • Sprotin, Faeroe Islands • Aula & Co, Finland • Btb/
Luchterhand, Germany • Forlagid, Iceland • Frassinelli/Sperling & Kupfer, Italy • Ambo/Anthos, NL • Wielka Litera, Poland • Gatopardo Ediciones, Spain • Ithaki, Turkey • Hamish Hamilton, UK (world English, cover above)
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“It’s a special feeling to read about your own era
as if it was the past. Johanna Hedman’s much
talked-about debut novel The Trio has been
described as both timeless and very contemporary, and that is partly true. The majority
of the book is set in the present time, during
a vaguely defined 2010s, and tells the story of
three young people, Thora, Hugo and August,
and their powerful yet complex bond. But: the
timeline has a twist due to the first part of the
novel where Thora’s grown-up daughter Frances
pays a visit to Hugo in New York. This creates an
effect of the present being shrouded in the mists
of time. Johanna Hedman’s debut is vigorous.
/.../ She describes her fictional characters with
sensitivity and precision, but what makes The
Trio so dynamic is the way the present becomes
memory in her hands.” Tidningen Vi

“Hedman is a mature and gifted writer. I understand that agents and rights executives have become overwhelmed with excitement. I also understand that no writer deserves to be measured
against advances and remunerations, not least
a debutant. But it must be said: young Swedish
realism is rarely of this quality /… / Following a
handful of scenes, Hedman leaves the American
prelude and hurls the story back to the youth,
the essence of the novel and its indisputable
universe. It is a conventional framework – first
the scars, then the wounds; first the punishment, then the crimes – but the cliché does not
feel disruptive, the implicit nostalgia works its
magic: The Trio is a story of when life gained
colour and shape. I mean this as praise. The Trio
is an unusual debut, confident and intriguing.”
Expressen

“The debutant Johanna Hedman is not the only
one to employ an elegiac tone to write about
a bittersweet bygone love affair. What gives
this love story a fresh take is that it is our own
present that has received a nostalgic shimmer.
The 2010’s is the scene for the love triangle
between Thora, August and Hugo – but it is
narrated from a time several decades into the
future. /… / Many of the young novels that tell
the story of love in the big city possess a contrived cynicism which The Trio lacks. It is a novel
about big emotions, although subdued, and not
about jaded Tinder dating. The key to Johanna
Hedman’s success is surely her choice to allow
her trio to intertwine in flashbacks that portray
them through the golden shimmer of nostalgia
rather than the unflattering tube lights of the
present. Let’s hope that the international attention does not make us have to wait several years
for Johanna Hedman’s next novel.”
Arbetarbladet

“The Trio is vigorous and vivid – even linguistically. It is evident that Johanna Hedman has
a keen interest in language. Descriptions of
words, dialects and mother tongues are abundant. And words can be explained as hard
around the edges and sticky at the centre /… /
The Trio is a wistful and engaging novel about
festering emotions. Johanna Hedman should
definitely be able to expect at least a debutant
award...” Upsala Nya Tidning
“An acute, eloquent and bittersweet debut about
three friends in their twenties – Thora, Hugo
and August – which moves between Stockholm,
Paris and New York. Flaming love, reflections on
identity and class, where the perspectives shift
between the three of them. There may potentially be an August Prize nomination!” Femina

Original title: Trion | Publication: August 2021 | Pages: 356 | Available material: full English MS
Senior editor: Elin Sennerö Kaunitz | Primary agent: Sofia Odsberg
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LITERARY • DEBUT

Shade and Breeze
Press voices

“The narrator’s ability to paint a landscape, to
evoke an atmosphere and a course of events
become a type of image for how a story takes
shape, how the author creates a setting for his
narrative. A dream world where everything is
possible /… / Shade and Breeze is a coming-ofage story that really captures the reader with its
magnetism, sensibility and sensitivity /… /
Quynh Tran’s prose is vivid and cinematic,
sensuous and full of images and descriptions
that are both suggestive and alluring /… / An
elegant and impressive debut.” Svenska Yle

Quynh Tran was born in 1989 and
grew up in Jakobstad in Finnish Ostrobothnia. He now resides in Malmö
where he works as a psychologist.

Awarded the

Runeberg Prize
& Borås Tidning’s

Tran is a graduate of the acclaimed
Biskops Arnö Writing School. His
literary debut Shade and Breeze has
been awarded Svenska Yle’s Literature
Prize, the prestigious Runeberg Prize,
as well as Borås Tidning’s Debutant
Prize. He is also currently shortlisted
for the Katapult Prize for Best Debut.

Debut Prize

2022

Shade and Breeze
Skugga och svalka

Quynh Tran

This is the story of Má and Hieu. Má dreams
about wealth and grandeur, Hieu dreams about
the pretty girls. Then there is also the second
son, the younger brother, always in the periphery, always an observer. He gradually disappears into his schoolwork, mesmerised by his
own astonishing intelligence.

constantly on a collision course with each
other and the community’s suffocating social
codes. They live among people who want to
talk openly about everything, who don’t understand the necessity of focus and shade.
Shade and Breeze is Quynh Tran’s evocative
and poignant debut novel – a story about love,
obsession and the meaning of family.

The three of them form a solitary world in
the small Ostrobothnian town. Má and Hieu,

Available material: Swedish MS, English sample
Rights sold to: Turbine, Denmark • Förlaget, Finland (Swedish) • Teos, Finland (Finnish) • Residenz, Germany •
Oktober, Norway
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“Pre-pubescent freedom and the sense of
adventure, and the seemingly boundless access
to time, compromised by the incomprehensible
but highly substantial threats consisting of older
siblings’ persistent sexualities and the adult
world’s social and financial rigours. That is the
framework of several coming-of-age escapades Stand by Me, Stranger Things, most things Ray
Bradbury has written – but with debut author
Quynh Tran, born 1989, we will have to wait in
vain for the monsters to appear: he is completely
reliant on atmosphere and subtext. And he is
unarguably deft at building a mood, after a while the reader can navigate both the small apartment and the forest where the blueberry-picking begin to take a more alarming sensual shape.
He is also excellent at implying that there really
is a subtext, that the reader, just like the narrator, shall keep searching the unspoken for signs
of hidden drama /… / It is clever, accomplished
and suggestive.” Svenska Dagbladet

“Quynh Tran has found a style that is well-suited
to its material: he has, I believe one can say, calibrated the right amount of distance, the point
where empathy and alienation, intimacy and
wonder are joined together and flow through
one another like water-colour ink.”
Hufvudstadsbladet
“The narrator’s gaze is intense and hungry and
often lands on his mother and brother. He is
immensely interested in other people’s inner
lives and relationships, but these inner lives are
unfortunately a place that is in a state of permanent shade and almost impossible to obtain. No
matter how much one desires it, no matter how
much one tries to diminish one’s presence /… /
Quynh Tran was raised in Jakobstad and now
lives in Malmö where he works as a psychologist.
Shade and Breeze is his debut as a writer and a
very evocative novel. It is full of familiar and
ordinary details, astutely observed from a child’s
perspective…” Vasabladet

“Shade and Breeze gains momentum through its
penetration of a state, rather than a spectacular
course of events. The little brother is receptive,
lives his life as a detective in the shadows, pays
attention to the things that the others don’t
see. Such as Hieu’s pencil being covered in bite
marks – something is wrong. Through his imagination he visits the places he is not admitted
to. His mum, auntie and big brother venture
into the forest and there begins the huge task
of mapping out the events. The episodes from
school are particularly remarkable, portrayed
with low-key humour. /.../ It is a perceptive
debut, where the significant events are placed
in the background on purpose, in accordance
with the family’s wishes. Not everything should
be discussed, claims the mother whose anger
instead turns into a physical condition – a slap
here and there. Nobody is capable of seeing how
their actions cause a ripple effect, how human
darkness is passed down through generations.
But so is the will to fight and love. In different
ways the family members try to find a mutual
place where they can love one another. This
makes Shade and Breeze a complex, delicate and
wistful debut. It deserves to be pulled into the
light.” Sydsvenskan

“What exactly is a family? Finno-Vietnamese
writer Quynh Tran introduces a Vietnamese immigrant family of three in the Finnish town of
Jakobstad. /.../ What is the glue that binds them
together? The culture? The language? Their
shared sense of alienation? They exist in some
sort of a bubble within the Finnish society: they
keep to themselves, and the Finns are equally
standoffish towards them. With a great sensibility for details and a subdued, evocative prose,
Quynh Tran portrays the family ties as both
a strength and a shackle, and the immigrant’s
eternal homelessness.” Vi Läser

Original title: Skugga och svalka | Publication: September 2021 | Pages: 259
Senior editor: Lisa Lindberg/Elise Karlsson | Primary agent: Sofia Odsberg
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LITERARY • DEBUT

and the long hot weeks of summer become a
memory, its contours irreversibly shaped and
transformed into narrative while the lived experience slips away.

beyond easily legible categories. This queer Lolita story is as sensual as it is disturbing, as gorgeous as it is complicated, probing the depths of
memory, power, and the narratives that arrange
our experience of the world.

Hanna Johansson’s debut novel trains a sumptuous gaze on desire between women and the
full spectrum of attraction that exists beyond
the strictures of heteronormativity, and thus

Antiquity
Press voices
Awarded the

Antiquity

Katapult Prize
Best Debut
2021

Antiken

Hanna Johansson
A lonely woman in her thirties gets to know the older
artist Helena when she interviews her for a magazine. Before long she becomes her assistant, friend, and
witness; she instinctively feels she wants to be her
everything. Helena invites the narrator to join her
and her daughter Olga on the Greek island Ermoupoli, where they spend the summer. Olga, a difficult
teenager, is at first the narrator’s competitor for Helena’s attention. The narrator is jealous of their clearly
defined dynamics, their unquestionable relationship.
But over the course of a few hot weeks, the dynamics
change as the narrator begins to find Helena boring
and irrelevant; she’s about to leave the island when
she understands that something forbidden is brewing
between her and Olga. She decides to stay.
The narrator and Olga initiate a secret sexual relationship, and the narrator feels intoxicated with
power and possibility, even as a tawdry sense that
what they’re doing is wrong undergirds the situation
and their uneven power dynamics. Fall approaches,
and Helena decides it is time for them to leave. Whatever existed between the narrator and Olga, between
the narrator and Helena, is gone, impossible, as the
narrator is once again on the outside of the family,

Hanna Johansson (b. 1991) is a writer
and critic who frequently contributes
to national Swedish media on topics
such as art, literature and queer
issues.
Antiquity is her first novel and it was
awarded the Katapult Prize for Best
Debut 2021, as well as a nomination
for Borås Tidning’s Debutant Prize.

“This is a wonderful, tight little novel that demands to be instantly re-read. Not only because
of the unusual beauty of its prose and form, but
because every read guarantees a new perspective.” Borås Tidning

hology that seems tailor-made for a story about
obsession, sexuality, taboo, family, and a desperate desire to belong. The novel’s characters and
their dynamics linger after the read, the narrator
having found her way under your skin whether
you wanted her to or not—it’s an expertly told
story. 5/5.” BTJ

“The Greek square that opens the novel is drawn
with both realism and suggestiveness, with
striking snapshots of upper-class boys and their
fathers, of the kind of summer lethargy that
threatens to explode into something immeasurable. And those boundaries are crossed when
the narrator begins a sexual relationship with
the now teenaged Olga, the girl from the photograph. Though their intimacy is only sketched
in short paragraphs, Hanna Johansson is electrifying when she dissolves any assumption that
sexuality is simple” Dagens Nyheter

“There is a nostalgic melancholia in the intense
prose that is strikingly beautiful /… / Antiquity
is a solid literary composition and a fantastic
debut. If I were to have any objections it might
be that the novel could have allowed for more
cracks. It is almost too perfect.” Upsala Nya
Tidning
“In Ermoupoli the water is turquoise like Arctic
ice, the stray cats rest in the shadow of the palm
trees, sun ripe oranges grow in abandoned gardens. The holiday images lay like haze over the
abyss of love. The scenes have a sensual intensity
that belongs to the memory of something one
always knows will come to an end. Like a holiday. Or an infatuation.” Sydsvenskan

“Antiquity is an incredible debut. Hanna Johansson has written a Mediterranean novel with an
air of Duras, Per Hagman, and Call Me By Your
Name, and she’s done so with a style that is as
poetically dreamy as it is clear and concrete.
Antiquity is ridden with precise, curious observations—scars are like sweetwater drops, terrazzo floors are the color of lobster sauce—since
the narrator, in her heightened state, notices
absolutely everything. As memories from her
Stockholm life fade and blur together, she’s
anchored in her own present, and every detail
pops.” Expressen

“A beautifully narrated love triangle about three
women, where themes like obsession, envy and
belonging are all present. But what I enjoyed the
most was the extremely vivid portrayal of the
Greek port Ermoupoli. When the longing for
the world outside has been particularly strong,
Hanna Johansson has appeased my abstinence
with a depiction where one can genuinely feel
the stagnant late summer heat and hear the clinking of ice in a glass of Coke on a Greek square.
Read and yearn!” Elle

“A page-turner of a triangle drama with a prose
that captivates the reader in both tone and
atmosphere, against the backdrop of Greek myt-

continues >>

Available material: Swedish MS, English sample
Rights sold to: Catapult Press (World English rights)
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Amanda Svensson

The Singularity (2021)

A mother is searching for her child, walking the streets calling her name. She
is searching along the corniche where
her daughter used to work. She keeps
searching until she loses her mind,
frantic with grief, forgetting her other
children.

Rights sold to: Text, Australia &
NZ • Kievenaar, the Netherlands •
Solum, Norway • Fitzcarraldo Editions, UK (World English rights excl
AUS & NZ)
Option publishers: Ediciones
Temas de Hoy/Planeta

A System so Magnificent it is
Blinding (2019)
Shortlisted

the August Prize
for Best Fiction
2021

Another woman on vacation, with a baby
growing inside her belly, sees someone fall
off the corniche. Later she will have to give birth to a
stillborn child, refusing for as long as possible, imagining that as long as the baby is still inside her, it cannot
be entirely lost. She remembers her mother’s losses: the
loss of a language, a country, an identity. Is it possible to
create a hierarchy of trauma?
Balsam Karam’s second novel The Singularity is an emotionally powerful and political work of grief.
Shortlisted for the August Prize for Best Fiction 2021,
Svenska Dagbladet’s Literature Prize 2021 and the
European Union Prize for Literature 2021.

In October 1989 a set of triplets are born at the hospital
in Lund under dramatic circumstances. The same night
another child is born in the same maternity ward, a girl
with remarkably blue eyes. Two decades later neuroscience graduate Sebastian Isaksson is recruited by a
mysterious organisation in Russell Square, where he
becomes the guardian of a monkey with a moral compass. His sister Clara travels to the remote Easter Island
to interview a man who is waiting for the approaching
apocalypse. Third sibling Matilda finds herself in rural
northern Sweden on holiday, when the colour blue
begins to haunt her.
A System so Magnificent it is Blinding is a quirky and
maze-like novel about small, seemingly insignificant
details that may just be pieces of a bigger picture. But
more than anything it is a story about family, about
misunderstandings, shortcomings and forgiveness.
A System so Magnificent... is Amanda Svensson's fourth
novel and has sold nearly 30 000 copies to date. Winner
of the Per Olov Enquist Literary Prize 2019, of Svenska
Dagbladet’s Literature Prize 2019, and shortlisted for
Vi’s Literature Prize 2020.

Agneta Pleijel

Double Portrait: A Novel About
Agatha Christie and Oskar
Kokoschka (2020)
March 1969. In only a matter of months the Americans
will walk on the moon and the world will never be the
same again. In London, the Austrian painter Oskar Kokoschka has reluctantly agreed to paint a portrait of the
equally reluctant Agatha Christie, commissioned by her
nephew for her 80th birthday.

Awarded

the Per Olov

Enquist

Literary Prize
2019

During six sessions the two aging artists forge a bond,
revealing the fears and desires that shape a creative life.
It becomes a conversation about death, love and art – in
whichever order you choose.
Rights sold to: Havran, Czech
Republic • Batzer & Co, Denmark
• Varrak, Estonia • Urachhaus,
Germany • Polar, Hungary • Oevers,
the Netherlands • Gorodets, Russia •
Blum, Serbia • Epsilon, Turkey

Agneta Pleijel is one of Sweden’s most cherished authors. Since her debut in 1970, she has been active both
as a novelist, poet and playwright. Pleijel’s books have
been translated into a number of languages and she has
been awarded several prestigious literary prizes. Her
latest novel, the critically acclaimed Double Portrait, has
sold more than 19 000 copies to date.
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Balsam Karam

Photo © Alexandra A. Ellis
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Rights sold to: Modtryk, Denmark
Actes Sud, France • btb, Germany •
Wereldbibliotheek, Netherlands •
Gyldendal, Norway • Pauza,
Poland • Blum, Serbia • Kafka/
Epsilon, Turkey • Scribe, UK (World
English publication summer 2022,
final cover above)
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Hanna Nordenhök

Bibbs is just about to turn thirty-nine. She has been
famous for a while, even though she lacks any obvious
talents, but the good life is beginning to slip through
her fingers. And there seems to be a neverending flow of
unexpected expenditures. Like the rent.

On a remote country estate, a renowned obstetrician
keeps a young girl that he once carved out of her
mother’s body, like slicing out the shimmering pearl
from an oyster. It is the dawn of modern gynaecology
and the female body appears like a cryptic landscape.

Her boyfriend, Baby, has always provided stability and
when he dumps her out of the blue, she is also faced
with an ultimatum: if she wants to keep the flat she
must pay SEK 100 000 within a week. She no longer has
access to that kind of money – an amount that would
have been easy to find ten years ago. Bibbs is forced to
make extreme decisions, where the lies ultimately become the sole thing with any ounce of truth.

In Caesaria, Hanna Nordenhök revisits the 19th century
with its disciplinary ideas and mechanisms, among male
hubris and lonely impoverished children, among dirt,
confinement and runaway visions. From a story that is
loosely based on historical events and characters emerges a dollhouse existence, characterised by supervision
and punishment, assault and incarceration.

Days and Days and Days (2020)

Rights sold to: Gads, Denmark •
Johnny Kniga, Finland • Luchterhand, Germany • Héloïse Press, UK
(world English)
Film rights: sold

Days and Days and Days is a pitch perfect study of success and destruction, dependence and betrayal, celebrity
and anonymity. It is Schunnesson’s second novel and it
has sold more than 25 000 copies to date.
Shortlisted for the Swedish Radio’s Literature Prize 2021
and the European Union Prize for Literature 2021.

Caesaria (2020)

Awarded the

Swedish Radio’s
Literature Prize
2021

Caesaria is part novel, part fairy-tale, and a story that
portrays an impossible longing for freedom through
suggestive, dreamlike imagery.

Material available: English sample by Saskia Vogel, full Spanish
translation by Ángela García

Winner of the Swedish Radio’s Literature Prize 2021, and
shortlisted for Vi’s Literature Prize 2021.
“A novel as beautiful as it is unsettling.” Fernanda Melchor

Maria Broberg
Troubled Water (2020)

There rests Nilas, hidden under the moss with frosted
flowers on his cheeks. Lying next to treacherous moorland and rapid forest streams, the same spot where Hebbe had died. Everyone believes that Nilas has drowned,
that he has been swallowed by the Vindel River. Several
decades will pass before the spring floods reveal what
really happened.
Troubled Water revolves around an unexplained disappearance and portrays an isolated rural community
through the small-scale agriculture of the 1940s and the
emerging welfare state of the 1960s into the post-industrial shadow of today. But more than anything it is a
story about a boy who longs for a father, about a young
man who falls in love with someone he cannot have,
about a woman who does not know how to be a mother.
By revealing the poignant details little by little, Maria
Broberg shows how secrets, shame, guilt, misunderstandings and prejudice can alter the course of a man’s life
with fateful consequences.
Photo © Märta Thisner
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Hailed by the critics as “an agonizing family saga” and
“an unsentimental northern tragedy”, the book has sold
more than 25 000 copies to date.
24

Rights sold to: Atena, Finland •
Nagel & Kimche, Germany • Wereldbibliotheek, the Netherlands
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Tone Schunnesson

Crime Fiction
&Thrillers
Photo © Anna Lovisa Svanberg
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NEW • CRIME FICTION

Ett litet korn av sanning (2020)
A woman is found wandering the corridors at Nobel
Hospital, accompanied by a little boy. She appears to be
looking for an older man who was involved in a car accident earlier in the day. In one of the emergency rooms,
physician Tekla Berg is fighting to save a seriously
injured person from the same car accident. The ensuing
chaos is nothing anyone could ever have predicted and
the events puzzle both the hospital staff, the police and
everyone else involved.

Christian Unge (b. 1972) is an author
and a chief physician, specializing
in internal medicine. He has worked
for Médecins Sans Frontières and
written several highly appreciated
crime novels, as well as a fascinating
biography about his years working as
a doctor in Sweden and in Africa.
Unge’s series about the charismatic
doctor Tekla Berg commenced with
Hell and High Water in 2019 and has
sold more than 80 000 copies to date.
He has also written an audio first spinoff, Ambulance 906.

First Shot, Last Step

Det första skottet, det sista steget

Christian Unge

Emergency physician Tekla Berg is as brilliant
at her job at the Nobel Hospital A&E, as she
is troubled when it comes to personal relationships. When she receives notice that her
estranged uncle is planning to sell her mother’s
house in Dalarna at executive auction, she decides to pay one last visit. Among her mother’s
belongings she finds a photo that must have
been taken when she herself was little. She
recognises members of her family and some

of their friends, but is baffled by a little girl
sitting in Tekla’s mother’s lap. Despite Tekla’s
rare gift – her photographic memory – she has
no recollection of the girl, nor of her mother
ever being as happy as she looks in that image.
Who was the girl and what happened to her?
Could this explain the mystery of Tekla’s own
childhood? Finally, she has been given the
chance to find out who she really is and where
she really comes from.

Available material: Swedish MS | Original title: Det första skottet, det sista steget | Publication: February
2022 | Pages: 445 | Senior editor: Håkan Bravinger | Primary agent: Linda Altrov Berg
27

Menahwile, the Hospital Director has moved up a gear in
an attempt to privatise Nobel Hospital with the launch
of a controversial liver transplant unit and the recruitment of star surgeon Klas Nyström, who immideately
puts himself at odds with the headstrong Tekla Berg.
Tekla finds herself more and more engaged with the
woman, now seriously ill and unconcious, and the little
boy who won’t utter a word to anyone. Their identities
remain unknown and there are no traces to their past.
What she eventually finds will be beyond belief.

Hell and High Water
Går genom vatten, går genom
eld (2019)

Tekla Berg works as an emergency physician at the Nobel Hospital in Stockholm. Her unorthodox and intuitive approach to tackle the pressure at the A&E makes
her an appreciated resource among most of her peers.
But sometimes her decisions seems so bold, potentially
jeopardizing her career as well as the lives and health of
the patients. What most of her colleagues don’t know is
that Tekla has an uncanny gift: an intense photographic
memory that is both a blessing and a curse.
A massive explosion rips through an apartment building, causing a large fire, and puts the city on emergency
alert. Everything points towards a potential terrorist
attack with many casualties. Tekla is one of the first to
arrive at the scene where she rescues a man with severe
burns to his face and body. It is suspected that he may
be among the terrorists, but there is also something
eerily familiar about him, something that evokes her
most private memories.

Option publishers/Rights sold to: Znanje, Croatia • Albatros, Czech Republic • Helios, Estonia • Tammi,
Finland • Btb, Germany • Forlagid, Iceland • Helios, Latvia • Balto, Lithuania • Luitingh Sijthoff, NL • Wielka Litera,
Poland • HKZ, Slovenia • MacLehose Press/Quercus, UK (World English)
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A Grain of Truth
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Syndaren ska vakna (2021)
A 60-year-old housewife disappears without a trace and
in broad daylight from her home in the prosperous
coastal town Höllviken. Detective Chief Inspector Reub
Thelander is new at work, and together with colleagues
Estrid Berg and Claes Trygg, begins investigating the
case. The team soon discover that the housewife did not
lead the perfect life everyone around her had pictured.
Meanwhile, bestselling writer Alex Carsén is in
Stockholm when she reads about the missing
person case. There is something about it that
catches her attention, and she is unable to let
it go.
Linda Ståhl works as communi–
cations strategist at a real estate
company. She grew up in Höllviken
in southern Sweden, also the setting
for her debut novel, but has lived in
Stockholm for the past twenty years.
Her debut novel, The Sinner
Shall Awaken, went straight to
Storytel's bestseller list and has
sold 23 000 copies (all formats) to
date. The novel’s inclusive cast has
been highly appreciated and it was
also shortlisted for the Crimetime
Debutant Award 2021.

Crimetime

Debutant Award

Shortlisted
The Sinner Shall Awaken is the first book in a
series about Reub Thelander – a norm-breaking
(non-binary) Detective Chief Inspector – and the
investigation team at Vellinge Police Department.
Linda Ståhl’s crime debut is a solid page-turner with an
intricate plot, a dynamic character gallery and psychological depth.

The Sinner Shall Awaken
Press voices

The Fire Shall Die
Elden ska falna

Linda Ståhl

A parish house, used as both a refugee centre
and as a playgroup space for small children,
burns to the ground. When the fire has subsided, a tragic discovery is made among the ashes: the remains of an infant. But no one seems
to know where the child comes from, nor who
its parents may be.

the one found after the fire. But when they
reach her house, the baby is there, alone, but
safe from harm. Still, might the two deaths be
connected? The congenial Vellinge police team
with DCI Reub Thelander at its helm are set
on cracking the case.
The Fire Shall Die is a thrilling page-turner
where hate, revenge and threat is as imminent
as the dazzling beauty of the idyllic Skåne.

A few days later a young mother is found brutally murdered on a beach in Höllviken, and
the police fear that her child might have been

Available material: Swedish MS | Original title: Elden ska falna | Publication: April 2022 | Pages: 434
Senior editor: Clara Gustafsson/Erika Degard | Primary agent: Catherine Mörk
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“Ståhl masterfully inserts clues and red herrings
into her narrative, which places Höllviken on
the crime map. The book is the first part in a
series located here and one may suspect that
Reub will be more than just a temporary visitor.
They have also become fond of someone with
kind eyes and an attractive mop of hair. This is a
character gallery and a place that you will want
to revisit.” Göteborgs-Posten

discrimination by using a non-binary character
in her plot /… / Besides the ground-breaking
addition of a non-binary person to the character
gallery, Ståhl is also really good at building tension and presenting surprise after surprise. She
slowly unveils her characters one layer at a time,
until they are completely exposed, the ‘good’
guys as well as the ‘bad’.” Norra Skåne
“An intricate and comprehensive web that shows
plenty of promise for the series about non-binary DCI Reub Thelander. There is no sensational
gore to be found, instead there is a strong political driving force.” M-Magasin

“Linda Ståhl’s debut novel, The Sinner Shall
Awaken, could not be more timely. Domestic
violence and the murders of several women have
finally received attention from the media and
the politicians /… / She also includes another
group that have been a target of harassment and

Available material: Swedish MS, English sample & synopsis | Original title: Syndaren ska vakna
Publication: April 2021 | Pages: 432 | Senior editor: Erika Degard | Primary agent: Catherine Mörk
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The Sinner Shall
Awaken

Foto: Linus Lindholm
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Mija Wadö is forced to take on extra responsibility when several of her senior colleagues are
off duty. She misses one of them in particular: Ronnie, who is studying to become a dog
handler. And to Mija’s dismay, her vacation is
postponed once again. While she tries to balance
her personal life and the increasing workload,

the investigation moves closer to her own life.
The lorry driver who found the teenage girl, is
he really who Mija thinks he is?
The Girl in the Stone Park is a tense and thrilling
page-turner about Mija Wadö and her colleagues
at the Ostrobothnian Police.

The Girl in the Stone Park
From the sample translation

Nilla Kjellsdotter (b. 1987) lives
with her husband and children
in the village Oravais, in Finnish
Ostrobothnia, where her crime series
about Mija Wadö is also set.
The Girl in the Stone Park is the first
book by Kjellsdotter published by
Norstedts and has so far sold more
than 29 000 copies (all formats).

The Girl in the Stone Park
Flickan i stenparken

Nilla Kjellsdotter
In the depths of winter, a teenage girl is found
almost frozen to death at a local heritage site,
also known as the Stone Park, in Oravais. She is
badly injured, bearing scars from years of torment, and can barely speak. The mystery surrounding the unidentified girl thickens when it
becomes evident that no one has reported her
missing.

At the same time another case lands on detective Mija Wadö’s desk: the popular diabetes scientist David Heselius has been found
brutally murdered in his own home. But as his
swanky house has been meticulously cleaned,
no forensic evidence can be secured. The police
are informed that Heselius’ company was on
the brink of a major breakthrough. Could this
be the motive for his murder?

The flurrying snow formed huge drifts on the
already-white ground. High winds whipped
hungrily towards the coast, bringing with them
large snow clouds that swirled in and cut visibility dramatically.
At the far end of the channel, a faint glow
seeped from the streetlights that line the main
road, while in the harbour the wind had hold of
a large star-shaped decoration which was vaulting alarmingly around its flagpole.
In the village, most of the families were busy
with their pre-Christmas clean-up, decorating,
baking saffron buns and making Christmas
sweets. Candelabras, stars and the Yuletide symbols Faith, Hope and Love – so popular in largely
Swedish-speaking Ostrobothnia – shone invitingly from many of the windows. The biggest
celebration of the year was imminent.
As was a powerful snowstorm.
The snow burned cold beneath her bare feet,
but she could barely feel anything anymore. The
thin vest top that only just covered her buttocks
flapped in time to the gusts of the storm.
The ice creaked ominously under her meagre
weight as she stumbled onwards across the frozen inlet. Her ruffled hair was frosty with snow
and the cold had coloured her lips blue, but she
wasn't shivering anymore. She felt nothing.
Life was slowly draining from her young
body. She didn't feel cold, and all the pain was
gone. As though the snowstorm had grabbed
hold of all the evil and swept it away. Soon she
would find peace. Now she could drift away and
be reunited.
That was a liberating thought, one which
kept alive a glowing ember that enabled her to
battle through that last bit. There wasn't far to

go now. Through the snow, she could just make
out the contours of the park.
With the last of her energy, she crawled up
the bank that separated the sea from the land.
Her feet slipped on the frozen crust and she
slipped back down towards the ice. Long grazes
covered her arms and legs. Wounds that she
didn't feel; that didn't stop her from struggling
onwards. She had only one thought in her head.
Soon, she would be there. Soon.
Through the falling snow she could faintly
make out the headlights of the passing down
the main road. A faint crunch from their spiked
tyres got sucked up by the wind and mixed into
the hum of the road.
As her eyes rolled back in her head, she felt
that she was about to lose consciousness. She
mustn't die now. Not here. She had to make it.
A rush of adrenaline filled her body as she
stumbled forward another few metres.
She reached the large sculpture in the centre
of the park, raised her arms and embraced the
enormous concrete block. She took a deep
breath. Her lungs filled with air, and a sense of
calm spread within her. Relieved, she breathed
out with a sigh. She'd made it all the way there.
Finally, they were reunited.
Now she was ready to let go of everything.
Ready to die. The next moment, she closed her
eyes and slumped to the ground. Her frost-dusted hair spread out and blended into the snow,
the way colours leach into one another in an
artwork. The last thing she heard before she
sank into the darkness was the squealing brakes
of an articulated lorry.

continues >>

Available material: Swedish MS, English sample
Rights sold to: Gummerus, Finland

Original title: Flickan i stenparken | Publication: January 2022 | Pages: 287
Senior editor: Clara Gustafsson | Primary agent: Linda Altrov Berg
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Called out to write a feature about the newly
refurbished art studio at her old high school for
the local newspaper, she walks in on a horrendous crime scene, possibly only moments after
the perpetrator left. A man and a woman, both
school employees, have been tied to chairs and
viciously slain, and another man is lying in a
pool of blood on the floor. There is also a bag,
filled with cash. Before calling the police, Jennifer takes pictures, then hides the bag underneath a blanket in her car.

random murders, which appear unconnected to
one another, alerts Jennifer’s inner sleuth and
with the support from her former editor at the
big evening paper where she used to work, she
starts her own inquiry. It gives her an opportunity to make some much needed money and
also provides a distraction from her personal
woes, including the stolen bag. Jennifer is set
on reclaiming the life she knew, as well as her
daughter’s trust, she just has to figure out how.
The Only One Who Knows is the first part in a
series following Jennifer Sundin – an underdog
you will want to root for.

Shortly thereafter, another puzzling murder takes place in a quiet residential area nearby. The

Jeanette Bergenstav is an author
and journalist based in Gothenburg.
She has previously worked as a
crime reporter, something which has
inspired her series about Jennifer
Sundin.
The Only One Who Knows is her first
book for adults and has so far sold
12 000 copies (all formats).

The Only One Who Knows
Syndoffer (Jennifer Sundin #1)

Jeanette Bergenstav

Freelance journalist and former crime reporter
Jennifer Sundin has had a rough decade. In
constant pain since her last pregnancy, she’s
had to give up on her writing career almost
completely. Following an operation, she finds
herself reliant on crutches as well as painkillers. And to make matters even worse, her
husband has fallen in love with another woman

and forced Jennifer out of her own home.
Together with her son, Jennifer has moved into
her father’s old houseboat, but her daughter
has decided to stay with her dad and refuses to
see her. She feels like she has lost her direction
in life and if it wasn’t for her son and her reliable four-legged companion Goblin, she would
probably admit defeat.

continues >>

Available material: Swedish MS, English sample
Rights sold to: Minerva, Finland

The Only One Who Knows
From the sample translation
Jennifer trudged towards the school building
in the rain, trying to avoid the biggest puddles.
Her crutch clicked against the wet tarmac. Click.
Click. Clack. She hated the sound it made. Hated
everything that reminded her of her broken body.
She paused and glanced around. Tried to
remember where the art room was. Everything
looked so different now, the playground much
smaller than it had been when she was a pupil here. The colourful climbing frame in the
middle of the yard, complete with nets, ropes
and a climbing wall, looked brand new. The
basketball hoop was drooping sadly, and Jennifer guessed that an energetic student must have
won a bet – either that or climbed a few notches
up the popularity rankings – by jumping up and
swinging on it.
A sense of unease took hold of her as she
thought back to her own art lessons. She used to
lock herself in the toilet to make the time pass
and avoid having to add any more to her sopping
wet watercolour or clumsy sketch. Regardless
of the technique, her skills had always seemed
limited to some-where around a five-year-old’s
level. She remembered trying to keep her distance from their teacher, Harry Ljungblad – or Dirty Harry, as the students called him when he was
out of earshot. He was the kind of man who got
a little too close whenever he wanted to show
one of the girls how to improve their drawing.
And now she was about to interview him.
She couldn’t believe he was still teaching after

all these years. That the school management
hadn’t taken the opportunity to sweep him out
along with the rest of the old fixtures and fittings.
The lights were on in a couple of windows
on the top floor of the furthest building, which
roughly corresponded with her memory of
where the art room used to be. Jennifer opened
the heavy door and peered around as she stepped
inside. There wasn’t another soul in sight. She
slowly made her way up the stairs. The door to
the art room was closed, and she knocked. When
no one answered, she tried the handle.
A pungent smell hit her, and Jennifer immediately found herself thinking about grilled
pork. Had she come to the home economics
room by mistake? No, the easels and shelves of
palettes, tubes of paint and rolls of paper told
her she was in the right place. The smell grew
stronger the deeper she moved into the room,
making her retch. Out of nowhere, a memory
reared its head. As a summer temp with a local
paper in Småland, she had been sent out to
report on a barn that had been ravaged by fire.
One hundred pigs had burnt to death inside, and
the smell was almost exactly the same. Jennifer
shuddered as she recalled their smoking bodies
and the piercing dying screech of one of the sows.
In contrast, the art room was so quiet you
could hear a pin drop. As quiet as the grave.
Jennifer wondered where the principal and the
art teacher could be. Why wasn’t anyone here to
meet her?

Original title: Syndoffer | Publication: December 2021 | Pages: 453
Senior editor: Clara Gustafsson | Primary agent: Linda Altrov Berg
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Feelgood
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by a secret from her past. Does she know the
whole truth about her background?
The Queen of the High Road is the first part in
a series about Annie and her lingerie bus. A
charming and offbeat story about break-ups and
courage during a time in life when many choose
to remain complacent.

The Queen of the High Road
Press voices
Karin Janson is a journalist and
author and splits her time between
an apartment in Stockholm and the
family farm in Dalarna. Her debut
Byvalla became a successful audio
orginal series on Storytel. Janson’s
first two novels published by Pritz
Publishing have sold more than
24 000 copies together.
The Queen of the High Road is the
first part in a new series, and has
sold more than 15 000 copies across
all formats to date. Part two will be
published in May 2023.

The Queen of the High Road
[The Lingerie Bus #1]

Karin Janson

44-year-old Annie is facing a life crisis. Having recovered from breast cancer she is back
at work as a home carer, a job she finds both
comfortable and boring. Her relationship with
Mårten is also strained, especially as he has joined a choir with the annoying Carola. To make
matters even worse, she has also been dumped
by her best friend Åsa, whom she had planned
to go into business with.

But things take a positive turn when Annie
falls madly in love with an old Scania bus from
the 1960s and heads out on the high roads to
sell underwear. Over the next few weeks she
goes through a complete metamorphosis while
she forges new friendships and experiences the
breath-taking scenery of the Swedish countryside. It is time to find out what she wants to do
with the rest of her life. But she is also haunted

continues >>

Available material: Swedish MS, sample translation & extensive synopsis in April
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“A bit too easy, I sceptically conclude looking at
the cover image with an old bus that, in addition, is called the ‘Lingerie Bus’. But on the
very first page of the first chapter, I fell head
over heels, when Annie determines that neither
antioxidants nor virtual hugs have cured her
from cancer. She has just been lucky (and gotten
plenty of good health care, I would like to add).
Thank you. Here are no dreams-come-true. The
municipal home care where Annie works has
been exposed to competition, and lost out to
a private firm, and someone has placed ironic
pieces of black tape as quotation marks on the
sign that points towards the ‘city centre’ in the
little community in Dalarna, because this is
what Sweden is today: progressively worsened
service and lessening opportunities. This is
clever Swedish feelgood, that never becomes too
sugary sweet but sustains a beautiful undertone
of helpless sorrow before everything has also
gone to shits.” Dagens Nyheter

prejudice, racism, sickness and stigma, mental
illness, and the bravery to break from the norm,
in her story. There is a risk that it gets too heavy
on that front, and surely it can be a benefit to
choose one’s battles. But the narrative lights up
when Janson depicts the countryside in Dalarna,
makes fun of the self-help industry and lets the
grime shine through.” Falu-Kuriren
“Annie is 44 years old and has recovered from
breast cancer following a demanding treatment.
Now she is supposed to go back to work at the
home care service while also dealing with everyday life and a marriage that appears malfunctional. Her husband Mårten wants them to buy
a cottage next to his parents’, but instead Annie
comes across an old bus that she suddenly needs
to have – perhaps mostly as a means of escape.
It is not long before she leaves her home and the
home care service to sell lingerie from her bus
during a couple of summer weeks – and her life
takes a new turn. Transforming the feelgood
novel into a sort of road movie is an effective
device; Annie sets off on an outer and inner
journey and for every mile she gains new strength. Janson is excellent at building characters
and even the excessively eager Mårten becomes
more sympathetic along the way. The relationship between Annie and her sister and father is
sensitively illustrated in their attempts to reach
out in the face of family secrets and persistent
wounds. This also includes teenage son Simon
who has his own worries. In addition, we are
introduced to a number of customers that make
fleeting appearances, but also here, the author
manages to craft scenes and characters that feel
genuine.” Göteborgs-Posten

“Karin Janson uses humour and acuteness to
write about the regaining of independence after
a long-time illness, the will to be free and an unexpected road trip – with a lingerie theme. /…/
Against a backdrop of body image and self-hatred it is still feelgood we’re dealing with; Annie
offers underwear that fits all, and the sleepy
life in the countryside – which Janson depicts
with ingenuity and tenderness – is spruced up
when a new element is added to the mix. It is
an eventful road trip that is presented (Annie
is subjected to both theft, insults, uncomfortable truths about her mother’s death, and an
infidelity drama). /…/ Karin Janson interweaves
themes like beauty ideals, corrupted friendship,

Original title: Landsvägarnas drottning | Publication: February 2022 | Pages: 336
Senior editor: Christoffer Holst | Primary agent: Sofia Odsberg
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Her two first novels in the series set in
the fictive coastal town Halleholm has
together sold more than
22 000 copies to
date.

Christmas Chaos in
Halleholm (2021)
Ruth Kvarnström-Jones

Autumn has arrived in Halleholm. Lovisa Lindegren
has never been happier: she’s planning a Christmas
surprise at the town’s best bakery and life with Axel
is as sweet as her cinnamon buns. But memories of
her sister Cecilia’s cancer treatment and death still
haunt Lovisa, and when Axel’s mother Désirée falls ill,
serious problems arise between horror-stricken Lovisa
and pragmatic oncologist Axel.
As Christmas draws near and the Halleholm rooftops
become sprinkled with soft snow, hard questions need
answers. What is Lovisa’s best friend Rebecca hiding?
Will Halleholm’s popular pensioner Algot be reunited
with his family in Australia? And can Lovisa finally
put Cecilia’s death behind her and move forward with
Axel?

Halleholm: Heaven
Can Wait

FEELGOOD

Ruth Kvarnström-Jones (b. 1962) was
born and raised in the UK, but has
lived in Stockholm for the past thirty
years. While working as a copywriter,
Kvarnström-Jones was selected as
one of fifteen students from around
the world by Curtis Brown Creative for
their renowned Novel Writing Course.

Old traditions and
quarrels encounter
new relationships
and intrigues

Nya Drömmar i Halleholm

Ruth Kvarnström-Jones
Winter is turning to spring in Halleholm, the picturesque little coastal town in Stockholm’s archipelago.
Lovisa Lindegren, proud proprietor of the town’s best
bakery, is on a roll. Axel has proposed and a Midsummer wedding is on the cards. Furthermore, she’s
pregnant. Having plenty on her plate has never daunted Lovisa. She has also set her sights on expanding
her business by snapping up the old waffle hut down
by the water. But when an anonymous buyer starts a
bidding war, it begs the question: is someone trying to
stop her…again?
On the other side of the Atlantic, in New York, Lovisa’s oldest sister Johanna is a wife and mother. She’s
also the Principal Flautist at the Metropolitan Opera.
But despite her seemingly perfect life, Johanna is
desperately homesick. And when the Royal Swedish
Opera advertises for a flautist, Johanna struggles against the urge to book a ticket home.

Halleholm:

Lovisa’s Choice (2020)
Ruth Kvarnström-Jones
New dreams
encounter life’s harsh
realities over chilled
champagne and a
slice of wedding cake!

Halleholm: Heaven Can Wait is the third book in
Ruth Kvarnström-Jones’ cosy family saga, where new
dreams encounter life’s harsh realities – over a glass of
chilled champagne and a slice of wedding cake!

Available material: English manuscript | Rights sold to/option publishers: Grada, Czech Republic • Grada,
Slovakia • Cicero, Denmark | Original title: Nya drömmar i Halleholm | Publication: May 2022 | Pages: 344
Senior editor: Christoffer Holst | Primary agent: Linda Altrov Berg
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Lovisa Lindegren was living her dream in London
until she lost her job and her self-serving fiancé in the
same week. Down on her uppers, Lovisa returns to
her native Sweden and the idyllic little coastal town
Halleholm, where she has inherited her grandparents’
bakery and café on the square. Well, in fact she has
inherited the whole 18th century building!
But the will contains a catch. Should Lovisa decide to
sell the property, she must sell it back to the Halleholm branch of the family. And following a tragic
incident decades earlier, there is a deep and bitter feud
between the Lindegrens and the mighty Halleholms.
With little funds, she must consider her limited
options carefullu. Does she dare to open The Bakery
anew? Does she have what it takes to carry on the
family tradition?

A tale of a feuding
family set in a
picturesque town in the
Stockholm archipelago

Available material: English manuscripts | Rights sold to: Grada, Czech Republic • Grada, Slovakia • Cicero,
Denmark | Original titles: Julstök i Halleholm & Halleholm: Lovisas val | Publication: Oct 2021 & Sept 2020
Pages: 372 & 390 | Senior editor: Christoffer Holst | Primary agent: Linda Altrov Berg
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Devert’s Diary series, The Diary I Never
Wrote (2021) and The Diary I Actually
Wrote (2022), have sold more than
30 000 copies together.

FEELGOOD

Jessika Devert is a writer and
freelance journalist, based in
Gothenburg. She has previously
written audio originals and she has
also been a ghost writer on several
projects.

The Diary I Never
Wrote (2021)
Dagboken jag aldrig skrev

Jessika Devert

As Annika is about to turn fifty, her daughter gives
her a diary and asks her to write about her life. Reluctantly, Annika promises to write, at least once or
twice a week. But what is there to write about? How
thrilling can it be to follow a fifty-year-old woman in
Gothenburg?
Against all odds it turns out to be an eventful year in
her life – delightful evenings with friends and wine, as
well as a meditation camp in the countryside. The hot
flashes of menopause and day-to-day life as a doctor. A
reliable partner and a handsome, twenty-year younger
medical intern. And if that wasn’t enough, there is
also the strained relationship with her mother and
sister. Middle life is not entirely uncomplicated.

The Diary I Actually
Wrote

A middle-aged
Bridget Jones in
Gothenburg

The Diary I Never Wrote is a humoristic, cosy and
genuine page-turner – a middle-aged Bridget Jones in
Gothenburg.

Dagboken jag faktiskt skrev

Jessika Devert

Having avoided writing anything of significance in her
diary over the past year, Annika has now decided to
actually keep a journal and to tell the truth about her
life as a middle-aged woman. The humour and compassion that pervaded Devert’s first novel are just as
present here.
Annika’s life consists of her demanding yet rewarding
job as a chief physician, as well as family life and
friends. She also sings in a choir and has found a new
hobby in watercolour painting. The hot flushes are
still there, and so are the mixed feelings about being a grandmother; she loves her grandson but is she
really old enough for this new role? The attraction to
her fiancé and husband-to-be is still strong, but she
feels confused about his gorgeous and much younger
colleague; is she a threat to their upcoming wedding?
And what about her own flirting with the handsome
medical intern Hampus. In addition, there are worries
for her mother’s health as well as ongoing issues with
her sister. And not least: should one succumb to the
seductive powers of the beauty industry?

And Just Like That
goes Gothenburg
feelgood!

Available material: Swedish MS, English synopsis | Rights sold to: Storytel, Denmark
Original title: Dagboken jag faktiskt skrev | Publication: Jan 2022 | Pages: 282
Senior editor: Christoffer Holst | Primary agent: Linda Altrov Berg
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Available material: Swedish MS, English synopsis | Rights sold to: Storytel, Denmark
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Molin has previously published
Miss Rennel Learns a Lesson and
An Unwanted Christmas Present.
Asking on Behalf of a Friend is her
third novel. Together they have sold
more than 65 000 copies to date.

FEELGOOD

Sara Molin (born 1983) lives in
a suburb of Stockholm with her
husband and three children. She
teaches secondary school Swedish
as well as Swedish for beginners
and spends most of her free time
devouring commercial fiction.

Miss Rennel Learns
a Lesson (2019)
Sara Molin

Clara Rennel has had her mission mapped out for a
very long time: as a teacher she will dedicate her life to
propagating her love for books to future generations.
Supported by her literary heroines she is prepared to
achieve great deeds in the name of reading. When her
teenage crush Jonathan re-enters her life, miraculously single, it feels like things could hardly get any better. Her sister Paulina, however, voices her concerns
regarding his intentions. But what does she know?
Just because, to everyone’s surprise, she has managed
to date a guy for more than a couple of weeks? A guy
who, in addition, seems way too clever for her.

»A cosy read,
about family ties
and romantic love«
Aftonbladet Söndag

Asking on Behalf of
a Friend

An Unwanted
Christmas Present
(2020)

Frågar åt en vän

Sara Molin

Sara Molin

Lydia Dunge leads a hectic lifestyle. She heads a department at institution Vinterbo and is tasked with
planning both a wedding and a funeral. With a senile
grandfather, a mother who seems to be more disgruntled than mournful, and four obstinate siblings, Lydia
is doing her utmost to make sure her grandmother is
brought to her final resting place in the most dignified way. Her fiancé Douglas who has always been
provoked by her motley, slightly chaotic family, feels
neglected.
When Lydia accidentally sends a message intended for
Douglas, to Ninos, a complete stranger, it sparks an
intense conversation that becomes Lydia’s companion
during a tumultuous period. Secrets are revealed, people change and as All Saint’s Day and the date of the
funeral arrives, things are not the same anymore.

Nurse Diana Jonsson is not looking forward to leaving
Tanzania to spend two months in Sweden. She definitely does not want to celebrate a traditional Christmas
with all the expectations it entails. But she is unable
to say no when her mother begs her to come home
and the temporary position at the ER will grant her an
opportunity to make some much needed cash. But in
Sweden, nothing turns out the way she planned.

A warm and lighthearted read about
ordinary people

Available material: Swedish MS | Rights sold to/Option publishers: Palatium, Denmark • Diana, Germany
Original title: Frågar åt en vän | Publication: October 2021 | Pages: 304
Senior editor: Jennifer Lindström | Primary agent: Catherine Mörk
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Her only wish was a simple, hassle-free Christmas with
her mother, but sometimes you get more than you ask
for. Much more.

»Entertaining, downto-earth and with a
thoughtworthy subtext«
Amelia Magazine (rated 5/5)

Available material: Swedish MS & English samples | Rights sold to/Option publishers: Palatium, Denmark •
Diana, Germany | Original title: Som en öppen bok (2019) & En oönskad julklapp (2020) | Pages: 329 / 315
Senior editor: Jennifer Lindström | Primary agent: Catherine Mörk
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NEW • PERSONAL ESSAY

Nuckan

Malin Lindroth is 52, childless and a bachelorette since
almost thirty years. When she introduces herself as
involuntarily single she receives strong reactions. She
asks herself which narratives about life outside of the
“couple bubble” can actually be told. Therefore she
decides to write about a personal history that is as little
in demand today as it was in the past. Lindroth wants
to reclaim the word ‘spinster’: redeem the ugly epithet
and wash the shame away. This is an act of liberation, a
way to challenge the norms that dictate our perception
of the world, as well as laying the groundwork for the
all-encompassing story of love, power and relationships.

Malin Lindroth is an author and
playwright. She made her debut
in 1985 with a collection of poetry
and has since published several
poetry collections and novels. She
has previously been awarded the
prestigious Aftonbladet’s Literature
Prize.
Her literary essay The Spinster (2018)
received enormous attention in the
media and was later adapted for the
stage. It has sold 22 000 copies to
date.

The Spinster
Press voices

mother or life partner. How come? And then the
other pain. The one that confines us all in the
expectations on what defines a ‘normal’ life.”
Helsingborgs Dagblad

“Lindroth becomes a reminder of the fear many
of us have tried to forget. That is why this is
such a brave book. She speaks with a dissonant
voice in an age that loves the idea that we can
choose our own lives. That we invent ourselves
/…/ The Spinster is a book that you want to discuss as soon as you have finished it. It is 117 pages
of admirable courage.” Dagens Nyheter

“What impresses me the most about The Spinster, except the fearlessness, is how unsentimentally Malin Lindroth writes. It requires a great
amount of finesse to be able to poise a reflective
tone in such an elegant manner, without losing
the throbbing feel of the text /…/ More than
those who have been branded ‘spinsters’ can recognise the loneliness in this text, the experiences
of having been rejected and the fear that love is
only meant for other people.” Gefle Dagblad

“Malin Lindroth has written a thought-provoking, astute and amusing essay that already at this
point can be viewed as one of the most important books of the year.” Gotlands Tidningar

Dear Spinster
Nuckans hjärtespalt

Malin Lindroth

When the Spinster takes on the role as an agony
aunt, she addresses the readers’ questions from
a completely different angle than the traditional relationship columns. The Spinster simply
wants to add new discourses on love, power and
relationships to the prevailing ideals concerning romantic couplings. Because how can a
relationship model that make so many feel
unhappy and restrained, be regarded as a sign
of normality?

Malin Lindroth’s The Spinster (2018) made a
huge impression on the readers and the press,
and in her new book, Lindroth translates the
spinster’s gaze to reality. Dear Spinster is a
book that addresses topics like love and loneliness with utmost seriousness, but it is also full
of scathing humour. It is more radical than the
standard relationship column, but also more
earnest. In short: the Spinster is back.

Available material: Swedish MS, English sample | Option publisher: Gads, Denmark
Original title: Nuckans hjärtespalt | Publication: February 2022 | Pages: 104
Senior editor: Elin Sennerö Kaunitz | Primary agent: Linda Altrov Berg
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“In addition to the private and self-revealing story, Lindroth’s book is also an innovative feministic work that places the ‘spinster’ in a historical
context and that explains its negative connotations, all while the author reclaims the term /…/
Malin Lindroth’s book is painful to read, and
it is a double pain that surfaces. The personal
destiny that unfolds – the girl who felt different
already as a child and who wasn’t able to conform to the girlhood expectations, the teenager
who quickly learned that she wasn’t ‘girlfriend
material’, the adult woman who first attempted
a failed domestic partnership only to be rejected
by a long line of guys, who was constantly put in
the friend zone but was never seen as a potential

“The woman I encounter in the text is incredibly
funny, and resists her angst, instead using it
as a tool, facing it without fear like a laughing
samurai. She wrote the book in order to reclaim
the shameful word ‘spinster’. And she does not
agree with the acquaintances that assume that
she feels ugly and worthless. She is only sorry
that she has spent so much time alone, and that
she is still alone. That is what is so rebellious
about the book: to simply be disappointed with
certain aspects of life, without hating life or
hating oneself. Without deciding that you are a
walking failure.” ETC

Available material: Swedish MS, English sample | Rights sold to: Gads, Denmark • Atena, Finland • Editions
Globe, France • Piper, Germany | Original title: Nuckan | Publication: May 2018 | Pages: 117
Senior editor: Eva Gedin | Primary agent: Linda Altrov Berg
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A recent change in legislation had made it possible to use genealogy databases and for the first
time in Europe, a murder was solved by using
this groundbreaking method, which may prove
even more revolutionary than the fingerprint.

whose lives were shattered that October day in
2004 and the many gruelling years during which
the families had to wait for answers. Journalist
Anna Bodin has followed Peter Sjölund from the
very beginning of the case, and this is their unique story about the quest that put an end to the
second largest murder investigation in modern
Sweden, the first being the murder of Prime
Minister Olof Palme.

The Breakthrough follows the extraordinary
quest leading up to Peter Sjölund identifying
the killer. But it is also a book about everyone

The Breakthrough
From the sample translation
Peter Sjölund is Sweden’s prime
expert on DNA genealogy. Sjölund
is currently putting together a DNA
team to assist the police with murder
investigations.
Anna Bodin has worked as reporter at
Dagens Nyheter since 1998.
The Breakthrough has sold 12 000
copies to date.

The Breakthrough

How Genealogy Helped Solve One of Sweden’s
Most Chilling Double Homicide

Anna Bodin & Peter Sjölund
In October 2004, the quaint university town of
Linköping is struck by a heinous crime. Eightyear-old Mohamad Ammouri is brutally murdered by a disguised man on his way to school.
A witness, Anna-Lena Svensson, 56, tries to
save the boy but is also slain by the perpetrator.
For many years, the police are at a loss and the
cold case remains a devastating trauma for the
peaceful city.

Sixteen years later, the gruesome double homicide is finally resolved by a rather unusual
approach. Behind the breakthrough is genealogist Peter Sjölund, who has traced the DNA
two hundred years back in time and created
a family web that finally identifies the likely
murderer. As the police arrests the man, previously unknown to them, he almost immediately admits to the crime.

Available material: Swedish MS, English sample | Film rights: sold (TBA)
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“The police investigation into the double murder
in Linköping grows to be the second largest in
Swedish history, after the inquiry into the murder of the country’s prime minister, Olof Palme.
All existing resources are deployed from the
outset. Eight investigators from National Criminal Police travel down from Stockholm the very
next day after the murders, and stay for a year.
In the beginning, there are almost sixty people around the table for the morning meetings
at Linköping Police Station. The scene looks
to have been lifted from some television crime
drama. /.../

of people, along the lines of: “There’s a guy in
my football team in Borås who looks like this
fellow.” The volume of spurious claims means it
does more harm than good.
After more than a decade has passed, the investigators contact the institution in Rotterdam
again. DNA technology has progressed by then
and they secure another few parts of the puzzle:
the perpetrator is probably from Scandinavia
and has blue eyes.
A second e-fit picture, based on an interpretation of the DNA profile, is eventually produced. It generates one-hundred-and-eighty-five
new tips, but no arrest.
When the murder investigation starts idling,
renowned accomplished colleagues from other
police districts around the country are asked to
examine the case with fresh eyes. Even the FBI,
the American federal police, are consulted.
Three psychic mediums contact the lead
investigators on their own initiative. None of
them offer any sensible leads but one is so specific that she says that the perpetrator is hiding in
a cottage near Åre. When all other avenues are
exhausted, Professor of Criminology Leif GW
Persson puts up a million-crown reward from
his own personal fortune for anyone who can
solve the crime.
By 2019, the preliminary investigation extends to more than forty thousand documents.
The detectives involved have interviewed
nine-thousand people. Six-thousand five-hundred have submitted voluntary DNA samples. Yet
the trail of the double murderer in Linköping
still ends at the beanie in the newspaper rack.
Jan Staaf realises that they’re stuck. They’re not
getting anywhere.”

As the years pass, a number of people walk into
the police station’s reception to hand themselves in and confess to the murders on Åsgatan. It
quickly turns out that they are neither of sound
mind nor have any knowledge of details that
only the murderer and the police know about.
DNA and fingerprints from the crime scene
are continually cross-checked against domestic
criminal and DNA registers, European databases,
and the US border entry records – to no avail.
Around six months after the murder, Linköping Police turn to a research institute in Rotterdam, one on the cutting edge of DNA profiling
technology, to see what they can discern. The
Dutch scientists reply that the profile suggests
a blond man from Northern Europe; they can’t
say anymore than that.
The police release a photo-fit but not even
the woman whose description the image is
based on thinks that it is a particularly good
likeness of the perpetrator. The inquiry is overwhelmed by tips arriving from up and down the
country from Ystad at Sweden’s southern tip
to Haparanda in the far north, from all kinds
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